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a plate a, which tapers to the front in the or

Be-it'known that I, WLLHELMUSADRIANUS dinary manner, which racks form, in conjunc

"vAN BERKEL, manufacturer, a subject of the tion with a clamp-leverfon the reciprocating
Queen of the Netherlands, residing at 56 table b, a well-known device for holding the

Boezemsingel, Rotterdam, in the Kingdom of

. the Netherlands, haveinvented certain new

and useful Improvements in M eat-Slicing Ma
chines, of which the following is a speciiica
tion.
i
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This invention relates to certain improvements in slicing-machines with' rotary ~circu
lar knives described in Patents No.> 628,742,
of July 17, 1899», and No. 635,225, of October
17, 1899, and relates to the plate onwhich the
piece'of meat is clampedan‘d to the movement

. of the reciprocating-table.

piece of meat.

-

`

The means for moving forward the meat
plate a each time to the extent of -the thick- .

ness of the slice are arranged at the side and

mounted above' the table b. The plate @flies 65
quite free between lateral guide-bars r on the
table ö.

'

A traveling piece m, provided with teeth;
is mounted on the right-hand side, which teeth
gear with a 4screw Z of the shifting mechanism. 70
When this screw is turned in the ordinary
manner in the direction indicated by the ar

>In the present arrangement of the machines row, _the plate a, and with Ait also the piece of

the meat-plate cannotbe removed with'o'utthev meat, is fed to the knife. - In order in the
. machines being partially taken apart,- and if simplest manner possible to avoid any play 75
the piece of meat to be sliced is to be changed arising in the screw'Z from wear, the toothed i

the meat-holding clamp has to be released, the piece'm has the form shown in Fig. 4:. The

piece of meat removed, and the fresh piece to 'upper members of the toothed piece is ad-be cut clamped firmly on the plate. Should justably arranged and may be adjusted by

it be necessary'to cutl further slices from the means of a set-screw ¿engaging in a depend
ing projection s', formed on the member s.y
A spiral spring o is arranged within a recess '

25. first piece of meat, it can never be clamped
again in exactly the same position as before,
and thus considerable waste is caused before
complete slices can be again cut od. It has

in the toothed piece m, and said spring fa sur- _

,rounds the screw t and bears against the pro

also been found that the dovetail guiding of jection s', forcing it to the right in such a way
the' reciprocating table hitherto employed> that no play can result; but yet the screw Z

does not wear well. In fact, it frequently _hap

may be turned without trouble.

pens that a table guided in this manner jams.-

`

As` it would take too much time to bring

and cannot be maintained in motion without the meat before the knife by turning the screw
Zfor- by lifting the plate a from the table and 90
35
The object of the present invention is to replacing it in the desired position, means are
avoid the necessity of constantly clamping up provided for removing the toothed traveling
and releasing the piece of meat and to obtain.` piece m out of gear with the screw Z. The
a noiseless movement free from friction of the meat-plate c can then be moved freely on the
reciprocating table. For this object the table table b without lifting it up from the same.
v4o. plate is so arranged that> by ' simply lifting For
this purpose the piece m is provided with
it, together with the piece of vmeat,fit may a swivel-pointu), Fig. 3, and a handle u' is
be removed from the machine. The recipro arranged to bringthis‘ piece m _into the posi
trouble.
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cating table moves on rollers over the frame,

tion I in gear with or into the position II, `

the track- of said rollers being covered with out of gear with the screw Z, Fig. 4. In or
45 leather strips. A slot is provided in the frame der to lix the piece m in one of these posi
vfor guiding the table, 'into which slot two tions, a catch-pin y, with projecting point, is
-studs or catches provided on the tablepro

[OO

arranged in an aperture of the meat-plate an.

The projecting point is provided at its end
The object of the presentinvention is shown with two oblique faces, and the catch-pin is 105'
_
50' in the accompanying drawings.
pressed outward by means of a spiral spring
Figure l is a cross-section; Fig. 2, a longi e. A downwardly-extending pin œ is arranged
lject.

'

tudinal section; Fig. 3, l a planv view of the at the under side of the piece m.
' table. Fig. ¿l represents, on an enlarged scale,

^ a toothed piece for moving forward the meat
55 plate. ` Figs. 5 and 6 are details.

,

Now the

catch-pin y _may be pressed away by this pin
without> difficulty, and the piece m is then
fixed in the position into which it is brought

.Two curved racks ¿Z and e _aremounted on by ythe >downwardly-_extending pin a.' engag

IIO
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ing behind the projecting point of the catoli

ciproe'atöry table provided with vertical guideJ
bars extending in the directio’n‘ of the length
The plate co, together with the piece of meat of the table, each of said bars having its in

pin y.

l

o and the clamping device d- e f, may be lifted

off the table by handles g without it being nec'

ner face' extending in a vertical plane, a re ÓS

movable meatL-plate mounted upon said table

between' said bars and having the side edges
Setting-bars p in the form of elongated thereof corresponding in contour to the inner
strips are provided and which are adapted to faces o‘f said bars, said plate reciprocating
increase the Width of the plate c, and said with said table and capable of being shifted 70

essary to release a single screw.

IO
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bars p are arranged at the left-hand side of

on the table in the direction `of the length
said plate and are removably secured to the thereof, means engaging with the plate for

shifting it, and means for disconnecting said
shifting means from the plate to permit of
bars it insures an exact guidance of the plate the lifting of the plate directly olf the table
between the guide-bars r.
when occasion requires.
Rollers 71, are provided on the under side
3. A meat-slicing machine embodying a re
of the plate b at the four corners, by means of ciprocatory table, a removable meat-plate
Which rollers the reciprocating table b trav mounted upon the table and reciprocating
els over the table - frame c. The track of therewith, means for shifting the plate upon
these rollers is covered by strips '21 of leather the table in the direction of the length there
or other suitable material. The table b is of, a supporting-frame provided with run

said plate ¿o through the means of the screw n.

By the employment of one or more of these

» guided in a slot q of the table-frame c, Fig.

ways, a packing secured in said runways for

3, into which slot projections or studs j, forming a silencing means, wheels carried by
formed on the table Ö, suitably fit. The front the table and traveling upon said packing,
25 projection j is prolonged downwardly and and means for reciprocating said table upon
forms the point of attachment for a draw-bar said frame.
lo, which operates the reciprocating move
4. A meat-slicing machine embodying a rc
ment of the table. The advantages of this ciprocatory table, a removable meat-plate
arrangement over those hitherto employed

mounted upon the table and reciprocating

85
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30 are that the piece of meat, which has been first

therewith, means for shifting the plate upon
clamped, remains on the meat-plate until itV the table in the direction of the length there
is entirely sliced. If another piece is to be of, a supporting-frame provided with run`

sliced by the machine, the first piece of meat,
together with its plate, is removed and laid
35 asideuntil it is to be again sliced and the table
Z) travels quite noiselessly, with its rollers, over
the strips of leather e' and is easily and with
certainty guided in the slot q, and the jambing
cornerwise, such as happens with the dovetail

ways, a packing secured in said runways for

forming a silencing means, wheels carried by 95
the table and traveling over said packing,
said frame provided with an elongated slot, a
depending member carried by the table and

extending down through said slot for guiding
the table when it is reciprocated, and means

IOO

grooved guides hitherto employed, is thus connected with said depending member for
avoided.
I declare that what 1 claim is-«
l. A meat-slicing machine embodyingare

ciprocatory table provided with vertical guide
bars extending in the direction of the lengt-h
of the table, each of said bars having its in

.reciprocating the table upon the fralne.
5. A meat-slicing machine embodying a re
ciprocatory table, a supporting-frame pro
vided with runways, apacking secured in said 105

runways for forminga silencingmeans, wheels
carried by the table and traveling over said
ner face extending in a vertical plane, a re packing, said frame provided with an elon
movable meat-plate mountedupon said table gated slot, a depending member carried by
between said bars and having the side edges the table and extending down through said
50 thereof corresponding in contour to the inner slot for guiding the table when it is recipro
faces of said, bars, said ,plate reciprocating cated, and means connected with said de
with said table and capable of being shifted pending member for reciprocating the table

IIO

on the table in the direction of the length upon the frame.
thereof, a swinging member carried by said
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set IIS
55 plate, and rotatable means carried r by the my hand in presence of two subscribing wit
table and engaging with said member and nesses.
adapted when in engagement'with said mem
WILHELMUS ADRIANUS VAN BERKEL.
ber and operated to cause the adjustment of
said plate in a direction opposite to the travel
Witnesses:
ofthe table.
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2. A meat-slicing machine embodying a re
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